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Close % Change
Year-to-Date 

(YTD)

Daily 

Volume 

(shares)

Daily 

Turnover 

(JOD)

AMMAN GENERAL INDEX 1,564.49 -0.49% -13.81% 4,295,267 3,222,997

% Change % Change

ARAB INVEST PROJ 4.84% INT' BROKERAGE -4.65%

FIRST JORDAN 4.76% JOR FRENCH INS -4.71%

NATIONAL INSURANCE 4.71% HOUSING BK TRD FIN -4.73%

ARAB BANKING CO. 4.55% INJAZ -4.88%

SPEC.INV JOR 4.00% AMWAJ -6.25%

JORDAN IND.RES. 700,860             UNION LAND DEV 829,470       

UNION LAND DEV 553,000             UNION TOBACCO 360,600       

RUM GROUP 543,689             UNION INV 321,007       

TAJ TOURIST PROJ 339,400             JOR ELECTREIC PWR 299,616       

UNION INV 279,200             RUM GROUP 217,019       

Best Performing Companies

Top Traded Companies by Volume (Shares) 

Worst Performing Companies

Top Traded Companies by Value (JOD)
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Macroeconomic & Corporate News

* Source: Jordan Times, Zawya

Disclaimer

Agreement to simplify EU rules of origin provides win-dow of opportunity — experts

Awraq Investments, its subsidiaries, parent, and/or any connected parties, may act or trade and/or enter into any transaction that

maybe inconsistent or disregard any information contained herein.

Benefitting from the agreement to simplify rules of origin with the European Union (EU) requires activating the role of economic

diplomacy, intensive marketing campaigns and better public-private partner-ship, according to experts. The agreement to simplify rules

of origin was signed in July of 2016, giving a window of opportunity to boost exports to European Union (EU) countries through sim-ple

conditions, and in 2018 the agreement was simplified further with more facilitations for Jordanian exporters. “The relaxation of the rules 

of origin basically gave a window of opportunity to export to the EU through sim-ple conditions to meet the rules of origin; it was 60 per

cent local material in the product, and changed to 30 per cent,” Iyad Abu Haltam, head of the “Made in Jordan” campaign and member

of the Amman Chamber of Commerce (ACC), told The Jordan Times on Saturday.

Awraq Investments and its affiliates obtain information from sources they believe to be reliable, but do not warrant its accuracy or

fitness for a particular purpose, and disclaim for themselves and their information providers all liability arising from the use.

The Information in this publication is provided in good faith for informational purposes only. The information provided is not

offered as tax, legal, or investment advice, or an offer to buy or sell securities or otherwise. The information provided in this

publication may be displayed and printed for your personal, non-commercial use only. You may not reproduce, re-transmit,

distribute, disseminate, sell, publish, broadcast, or circulate the information in any form or media to anyone, without the

expressed written consent of Awraq Investments.

Awraq Investments is not liable for any loss resulting from any action taken or reliance made by any person on any information or

material posted by it. You should make your own inquiries and seek independent advice from relevant industry professionals

before acting or relying on any information or material made available to you in this publication. You rely on this information at

your own risk.

Income, sales tax settlement committee receives 2,349 applications
Individual and corporate taxpayers extended 2,349 applications to the Income and Sales Tax Department (ISTD) settlement committee

in the first nine months of the year seeking settlements with the department over their tax balances. Of the total, 1,650 applications

were related to the income tax while the other 699 were related to sales tax settlement, according to figures issued by the ISDT. The tax

settlement committee has so far looked into 1,747 applications, including 1,276 for income tax and 471 for the general tax on sales, the

Jordan News Agency, Petra, reported. The ISTD noted that the Cabinet had approved 1,256 of the total, including 957 income tax

applications and 299 sales tax settlements. The ISTD indicated that the committee does not look into cases that had received final court

verdicts and facilitates the enforcement of any ruling without prejudice to the rights of any of the parties.


